NUHW members in EVS have won a major victory.

After months of delays and excuses from management, stewards and members were able to get HR to post six housekeeping positions across the Van Ness, Davies, and Pac campuses.

The positions are posted online and in the departments. Members can bid on them and they will be awarded by seniority.

If your department has a staffing or workload issue, talk to your steward or NUHW rep about a plan to resolve it.

“When positions are vacant, it means we have to do more with less, which can lead to injuries and poor conditions for patients.

It took longer than we wanted, but we never gave up on these jobs, continuing to hound management and hold them accountable until they did the right thing.

We always work hard to keep this hospital clean for patients and staff, but it really helps when we’re fully staffed.”

Janphen “Lay” Prajit, Housekeeper, Van Ness Campus

NEXT BARGAINING SESSION
March 20 and 24 at 2 P.M.
Van Ness Campus
Room TBD
All members are welcome and encouraged to attend bargaining!

When we are united, we can accomplish great things! Let’s stay united in NUHW and win a great contract!